
HARMFUL EFFECT OF INTERNET ON ACADEMIC LIFE OF STUDENTS

Here are negative effects of internet on children and students that people should know 1. education can lead to the risk
of the sedentary lifestyle of students. When being addicted by internet, the student will get lazier.

The Internet means no waiting and instant results with minimal effort. Many marriages have problems because
of pornography addictions, meeting other people, and hooking up with old girlfriends or boyfriends. Students,
as a result, are often unable to understand problems. The noteworthy discrepancy in prevalence estimates has a
number of causes, including the different populations studied, as well as the various diagnostic tools and
assessment criteria utilised. Online communities sometimes extend off-line communities and sometimes
replace them. But there a The development of information technology particularly the internet has brought
with it both positive and negative effects to society. They do not make the chance to find out any new things
by themselves. Share via Email Students use laptop computers during a class. It states that offering
information, screening tools and campaigns to students in secondary schools and at universities regarding
internet-use-related addiction problems can help, especially regarding gaming addiction in adolescent
populations. However, it still remains many negative aspects if it is abused by people especially student and
children. Students who are always on the internet are exposing themselves to material that can corrupt them.
There is a great possibility to earn while working from home It is now possible to earn online through writing,
filling up forms, or even just clicking away on advertisements in the internet. Even popular video clips seldom
last longer than a minute or two, ensuring visitors don't get bored and explore the competition that's only a
mouse-click away. Time is spent on the internet instead of studying. They are often inadequate replacements,
however, as they do not possess some of the valuable or the strongest qualities of off-line communities, and
communities may consequently suffer from impoverished communication, incivility, and a lack of trust and
commitment. As a result, they are not able to keep up with their schedules. This is very harmful to the growing
minds of students. Spending too much time to enter black webs affects to children in mind. These effects are
enumerated below: 5 Positive Effects of the Internet 1. They use it for various reasons, from taking help for
academics in the form of online tuitions to staying connected with their peers and family. Malicious online
behaviour, particularly cyber-bullying, cyber-stalking and online predation, affects a significant percentage of
internet users. The report concludes with policy options for their prevention and mitigation. When being
addicted by internet, the student will get lazier. They play games, read a book, listen to music or access their
favorite websites without caring to study or work. They have developed sites that check essays and research
papers against published content to detect pilfered material. Many students even drop out of school to enter the
internet all day. They just search on the internet to find the information they need without working their mind.
Because of this convenience, you will have less time for the old relationship and little opportunity to meet in
real life to go play, eat and recall memories together. There are people out there that try and lure underage
children, plus people that put illegal pictures on the internet. The study proposes a set of preventive actions,
and evidence to support future policies. For instance, when students do not realize their action and in the
innocence, they can exchange private messages, pictures, etc. Abandonment of family In one instance, a
couple in Korea was preoccupied with their virtual baby forgetting to feed their real baby who died of hunger.
The paper published by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology found that students barred from using
laptops or digital devices in lectures and seminars did better in their exams than those allowed to use
computers and access the internet. Knowing that the correct answers are readily available online can prove far
too tempting for some students, which leads to academic fraud, plagiarism, and rampant cheating. With the
spreading of sex web, the large number of children can be felt down to sexual exploitation because their
thought and mind are affected by these black webs. These films and black webs have a significant impact to
the physical and psychological condition. Work Ethic Children growing up in the Internet age expect instant
gratification. Faster business transactions and cheaper products Sellers and buyers can now transact through
online paying facilities like Paypal or credit cards. Send pictures, emails and face to face communication
makes moving away from home much easier to keep in contact. Getting instant notifications of bills due or
transactions at your bank is a great way to keep your mind at ease, no more waiting for the regular mail. Also,
he loves mountain trekking and nature trips.


